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REFC"ZNCE
ABSTRACT

By considering the electron Interaction In polyacetylene, it

la found that there exist two gap states in charged to11torn of trana-

polyacetylenei one is deep level, another la •hallow level. The

deep one shift* 0.23 ev down (for positive soliton) or up (for negative

aollton) from the center of the gapi while shallow one la 0.06 ev

under the botton of conduction band (positive soliton) or above the

top of valence band (negative soliton). These results agree with the

absorption spectra of trans-polyacetylene.
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Baaed on the electron-lattice interaction alone, It la well known

that there la a mid-gap atate In tha electronic spectrum of aollton of

trans-polyacetylane . Both the dopant Induced and photo-induoed

absorptions in trans-polyacetylene showed a second peak appearing about

half way of the main peak, which la the evidence of the gap state of

aollton produced by the dopants or Incident photon*. The absorption

spectra indicate that tha gap state Is not in the middle of tha gap. but It

Is about 0.25 ev below the centre of the gap. Such • shift ii believed to

be cauaed by electron interaction . So far! people coononly think that tha

soliton only has one gap-stats. However, our recent studies reveal that

tha 3SH (Su, Schrleffer, Heeger) nodal nay alto possess several shallow

electronic bound states trapped by soliton . This neans that, besides tha

•id-gap atate, there exist sosie other discrete level* tn the gap of soliton.

These discrete level* are quite close to tha band edges. On the other

hand, the photo-inducad absorption demonstrates that there is a cusp sitting In

the left side of the main absorption peak, the separation between the cusp

and tha top of the main peak 1* avout 0.06 ev3'. This structure of absorption

can be understood by assuming a shallow level near the band edgea. Therefore

both theory and experiment Indicate that there are some other gap state* in

aollton. Our earlier work could not give the final conclusion, alnce

the electron Interaction was neglected there. In order to get a definite

answer, we should include electron correlation and, then, lnveatigate

how many gap state* can exist In the soliton.

As usual, the electron-lattice and electron-electron Interactions

are described by SSH model H Q and Hubbard model H1,

v. C cn.-.
and the total Hamlltonian 1*

H-fi^ + H'.

where tQ is the hopping constant,

constant, * tha dimenslonless displacement of lattice, C*

(1)

(2)

(3)

A the electron-lattice coupling

and

Cn a are creation and annihilation operators of electron on site n with spin

a, U the atrength of electron interaction. In the case of polyacetylene,

tQ - 2.S ev, 0.2, U - 5 ev (4)
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In Kartree-Fock approximation, the elgen-equatlon of HamiltonIan (3) is

(5)

where «>d Z

with spin s, and

ara the energy spectrum and wave function of electron

- <C C •>
n,-a HF (6)

The lattice displacement 4 1* determined by mlnlmiilng the total

energy.

Vl
(occ.)

Combining Eqs.(5), (6) and (7), the electronic states

(7)

and lattice configuration •n can be solved numerically by Iteration.

In our calculation, we take a chain with 201 atoms.

n.u

empty

For charged soliton*, each level is either doubly occupied or

then the electron state* are spin Independent

z1 - z"§
n,u n,u

and
- •;•

(8)

The energy spectra of positive and negative solltons are shown in

Figs. 1 and 2. There are two gap statesi deep level c. and shallow level

cs. The deep level does not sit at the center of the gap, it ahlfta 0.23 av

down (positive aollton) or up (negative soliton) from the center of gap.

The shallow level la 0.06 ev beneath the bottom of conduction band

(positive soliton) or above the top of valance band.(negative soliton).

In the case of positive soliton (Fig. 1), both deep and shallow level*

are empty, the electron* In the valence band can be excited Into higher

levels. There are three way* to transit! 1) going to conduction band.

It correspond* to the main absorption peak. 2) going to tha deep level c^,

it 1* the second absorption p«ak, which energy 1* 0.23 av smaller than half of

tha gap, it agree* with the dopant and photo-Induced absorption. 3) going to

the shallow level e , It form* the cusp, which separates 0.06 ev from the top of

the main peak. Tha photo-induced absorption ' ha* shown evidence of such a cusp.

In the case of negative soliton (Fig. 2), both deep and shallow level*

are occupied. There are also three transitions; 1) from valence band to

conduction band, it is the main absorption peak. 2) from deep level ed

to. conduction band, it la the second absorption.peak. 3) from shallow level

Eg to conduction band, it ia the cusp. The frequencies of these three

transition* are exactly the same a* that of positive soilton.



The wave functions Z

level are shown in Fig. 3.

of deep level haa batter localisation than Z

and Z . of shallow leval and dean

As it la expected tha wave function Z
of ahallow leval.

n,d

It should be mentioned that there are two more ahallow levela

t'9 and tjj sitting outside the bands. For positive sollton, these two

ahallow levela are underneath the bottom of valence band) for negative

aollton, they are above the top of conduction band. The wave functions of

these two shallow levels are shown in Fig. 4.

FIGURE CAPTION

Fig. 1 Ttw energy spectrun of electron in positive aollton.

Fig. 2 Tha energy spectrum of alactron In nagatlve tolltan.

Fig. 3 Tha alactron wava functiona of daap gap stata Zfl d and
ahallow gap state Z

n,s
Fig. 4 Tha alactron wava functions of outsIda ahallow states

Z'
n.i

and Z" .n.a
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